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Jacob Wells Chandler was the child who unified the destiny of two worlds making them one, the 

miracle of love child, the sensitive and empathetic child like his father Vincent but also strong and 

brave like his mother Catherine. 

Thanks to all those qualities and to the children’s unlimited will to always learn something always 

new, at the age of 13 he had explored both worlds he was a part of: the world Below, made of 

solidarity, help and respect but also made of strength, resistance and defense of the ideals it was 

created with. The World Above, made of battles for power, for money and, sometimes, for love 

but inhabited by the helpers and protectors whose lights have defeated darkness of the World 

Below. 

Jacob was aware of his destiny. He would be close to his father guiding the world Below, and 

someday he would become its leader, keeping his grandfather’s legacy alive. He would fight for 

justice, thanks to his friendship with Joe and Jenny, Isaac and Edie’s children, and all the other 

people who, in their ways, helped his parents in their fight against evil for a better society. 

What an important way of life for a thirteen-year-old boy! 

However, his parents taught him that besides work and responsibilities there must be a place for 

fantasy, culture and beauty. 

His father Vincent brought him to the waterfall and told him special stories, rich in fantasy, 

surrounded by his gentle and overwhelming voice. He read poetry and told about ancient myths 

which made Jacob feel stronger and similar to the various characters, living the most incredible 

adventures. 

His mother Catherine always held him tight and, while sharing cups of smooth, fragrant drinks and 

delicious biscuits, read lovely and magical fairy tales. Jacob’s favorite one was the same as his 

grandfather Charles’: the story of two toys, one old and one new… With her sweet voice she 

always spoke to his son’s heart and he couldn’t stop looking into her beautiful green eyes and 

thinking about her as a real hero. The woman of two worlds, the woman who bravely understood 

that beauty and love are for everyone and you must hold them close, no matter what! 

However, now Jacob’s mind is elsewhere… 

Winterfest is coming! 

He was electrified. This year he would lead the distribution of candles to the helpers of the World 

Above and he felt proud, happy, excited and a little bit superior, in a word, a little big boss! He 

couldn’t wait to spread light in the World Above being grateful to people who helped to keep his 



world still alive. Samantha and Kipper would be under his guidance, and this made him felt great 

and gave him courage for facing this important task. 

Yet just for a moment… despite everything his mind was elsewhere and his heart started giving 

strange signals: a strong, uncontrolled beat, a good but very particular sensation… 

He thought he knew what it was but he needed to talk with someone who could give him some 

suggestions. He felt ashamed to ask his parents, even if they were always talking about everything, 

but now he needs special advice… 

He tried everywhere: nearby the waterfall, in the Whispering Gallery, through the tunnels, nearby 

the various access points. He tried also outside, climbing on the cornice where Vincent always 

went; in short, in all the places where he could have found signals, words, sounds, images, anything 

that could have helped.  

But nothing happened… 

Suddenly one night he was in his parents’ bedroom and on the big wooden dresser there were the 

most precious objects: one white ceramic rose, a crystal pendant and a glass case containing two 

roses (one white and one red) that, magically, had never faded. 

Mom and Dad had always told him about the story of those treasures and he was enchanted each 

time. 

Now, seizing the opportunity for privacy offered by the chess game between Dad and Samantha 

and the Winterfest preparations of Mom and Rebecca, Jacob started talking with the three magical 

objects. 

“I don’t know how but I think you can help me: I’m not crazy but I feel a special bond with you… 

So now I’m talking: you know that it will be a great honor to guide the children’s mission to the 

World Above for the distribution of candles but there is something upsetting me. Cathy, Lena’s 

daughter, is part of the group and since I’ve known her, I’ve always felt a special feeling when 

she’s close to me. She’s my best friend, we grew up together; but, now, I feel that my heart is 

closer to hers, I feel a stronger bond and huge emotions when I’m with her, even only thinking of 

her. I know that I’m only a thirteen-year-old boy and she’s one year older but magic has no age. 

We can call it magic at age thirteen, right? This year I want to do something more: give her a 

special gift and invite her to the Winterfest! But what can I do to make this moment 

unforgettable?”. 

Suddenly the ceramic rose started to twirl, the crystal pendant stood up and the roses in the case 

turned their heads towards Jacob. 

His eyes opened wide in surprise, and he smiled because he was certain he was talking to the right 

friends. 

“Jacob, what you are saying is beautiful,” the Ceramic Rose said. “You are a sweet boy and you 

deserve a special night. Please, touch my heart and capture its energy. This will help you 

understand your heart and express your feelings easily and softly”. Try me… 



Jacob took the rose and touched its heart. Suddenly he felt a deep and pleasant warmth that gave 

him strength and determination as his heart showed him the right way. All the right words came 

to him and everything became easier. He felt really good! 

“I can donate a shard of crystal to you” the Crystal Pendant said. “I’ve been your parents’ first love 

sign and now you deserve a part of it so everything will be as your heart desires”. 

This being said, the pendant moved and fell on the wooden dresser. A shiny little heart-shaped 

shard came off and Jacob took it in his hands thanking the pendant and promising not to disappoint 

it. 

“Sweet Jacob, we have a special gift for you, too” the Roses in the Case said. “We’ll give you a 

petal of each color that will wrap the crystal and, thanks to their immortality, will protect it forever, 

as you will do with your loving Cathy”. 

This being said, the roses shook their heads and the petals fell down in the case.  

Jacob lifted the case and took the petals. Then he wrapped the crystal to protect it. 

“I have no words to thank you, you’re so special and I swear that I’ll never forget what you have 

done for me and I’ll never disappoint you” Jacob said. 

The three treasures moved backwards to their respective original positions and Jacob heard their 

voices saying: “We love you and we’ll always be there for you as we were for your parents… 

always!”. 

Jacob was so absorbed in his thoughts that he didn’t notice that his parents were staring at him 

sweetly smiling. 

“Jacob why aren’t you in bed? Go to sleep, tomorrow will be a great day and you must be rested” 

Catherine said. 

“Yes, Jacob, tomorrow you will lead your first children’s mission and will make us very proud of 

you” Vincent said. 

“Good night, Mom and Dad, see you tomorrow” Jacob said. 

Jacob looked again at his special friends winking and smiling. He went to his bedroom feeling well 

and immediately fell asleep. 

Who knows what he dreamed of… 

The next day Jacob woke up early and after a good breakfast, a relaxing bath and putting on his 

new clothes ran with the other children to his father’s office to have the final instructions for the 

candles distribution mission. 

“Good morning everyone! Vincent said. As you know today is a special day and my son Jacob 

will lead the candles distribution mission for the first time. I’m kindly asking Samantha and Kipper 

to be available in case of any need and trouble. You have the list of helpers, therefore, be careful 



and, above all, remember that this is not a competition among you but a mission of gratitude to 

people supporting us 

We’re all clear, right?” 

“Yes Vincent, all clear, we are ready. Good luck Jacob!” Children sais. 

“OK, go and have fun” Vincent said. 

Jacob took charge, ordering everyone to move quietly and efficiently and not to get lost. New York 

is a big and dangerous city. His suggestion was well understood and Kipper and Samantha knew 

that it would have been a quite mission. 

Cathy was excited because she adored Winterfest and had been waiting for that moment for all the 

year. It was even more important than Christmas… 

She was dressed in white with a wool coat of the same color and had a headband made of little 

fabric flowers that decorated her blond hair. It was really cool outside and her pink cheeks 

enhanced her light-blue eyes… 

Jacob noted her beauty, today more than ever, and he felt strong and excited thinking about his 

“plan”. 

He reached Cathy and said: 

“Cathy, are you all right? Are you cold?” Jacob said. While saying this he had already taken his 

coat off in order to protect her. 

Cathy, embarrassed, smiled at him, noting that he was trembling but she appreciated his act of 

kindness and said: “I’m fine, Jacob, thank you. Now put your coat on, you can’t risk getting the 

flu right now!”. 

“You are right Cathy, you are always wise and kind” Jacob said. “Don’t worry, I won’t get sick 

right now. Winterfest is the most important event for me, even more that Christmas…”. 

Cathy jolted: they had the same thoughts!!! 

Candles distribution went very well and Jacob was worthy of the task he had been set. Everybody 

made their compliments.  

Everything seemed to be all right! 

Children reported to Vincent and he was proud of them all, reserving a special look at his son 

thinking of him as a strong, generous and caring leader. 

Jacob ran to his mother and told her everything; Catherine was so proud of him and she held him 

tight, taking his breath away. 

But now Jacob must get ready for the most special Winterfest of his life … 



In his room he poked around his drawers and found a red velvet little box (how was it there?) with 

a little pillow inside, and nearby a golden ribbon with which he decided to place the crystal inside 

the box and wrap the ribbon around the outside. 

Vincent came and told him that they had to check that the Great Hall was ready for the Festival; 

Jacob put the box into the pocket of his waistcoat and followed his Dad: everything was perfect. 

The atmosphere was really amazing! 

Time passed quickly and notwithstanding the cold winter day all guests arrived and were greeted 

by Vincent, Catherine, Jacob and all other members of the World Below. 

Everybody walked towards the Great Hall going down the stairs surrounded by a strong wind. 

Vincent and Catherine were on the front row followed by Jacob and the others. 

At the end of the stairs, Vincent raised the heavy bar closing the Great Hall door and wind became 

stronger. 

Jacob looked at Cathy, lovely in her white dress and hair shaken by the wind. Suddenly he reached 

out to her inviting her to enter the Hall with him as his lady. 

Catherine, Vincent and Lena looked at them enchanted and, then, looked to each other with 

knowing smiles. What a sweet surprise! 

Cathy immediately took Jacob’s hand. At that touch they were surrounded by a gentle warmth and 

their looks made them know that something special was happening. 

A strong, empathic and beautiful bond. 

Once in the Great Hall, everybody sat around the table and Vincent started the Ceremony by his 

speech, followed by the lighting of candles among the guests and on the big chandeliers. These 

were lifted up and the Great Hall became the brightest ever. 

Jacob and Cathy spent all the time together playing, laughing, talking and sharing every moment 

under the gentle look of their parents, still not believing what was happening. 

Suddenly the orchestra started playing a waltz. Vincent and Catherine started the dance, followed 

first by Lena and Mouse and, then, by all the others. 

Jacob and Cathy were delighted in seeing their parents so happy. 

“Cathy, would you dance with me?” Jacob said. 

“Sure I would!” Cathy said. 

They went near the dance floor and, little by little, no one knows how, they were at the center of 

the twirling crowd, losing themselves in one another’s eyes. The others had created a circle to 

enhance that magic dance, warming the heart of both Worlds. 

When the music stopped a huge applause started! Catherine and Lena couldn’t hold back tears. 



At the end of the Festival Jacob and Cathy were alone in the Great Hall nearby the tapestries. 

“Cathy, it has been the most beautiful evening of my life and I hope you have enjoyed it” Jacob 

said. 

“Of course, Jacob, it was amazing. Unfortunately this Festival is only celebrated once a year…” 

Cathy said. 

“If I may, I’ve thought to make this evening unforgettable by a gift that comes from my heart. I 

hope you will accept and enjoy it …” Jacob said. 

“Oh Jacob, you make me blush! I’m really flattered to accept your gift. You’re so special, thank 

you” Cathy said. 

Jacob pulled out the small red box from his pocket and gave it to Cathy, trembling. 

Cathy opened the box: a tear and a smile appeared on her face at the same time. 

”Jacob…. I… I… I’ve no words, it’s beautiful! I’ll cherish it forever…” Cathy said. 

“I’m really glad you like it, one day I’ll tell you its very special story. As you are special to me…” 

Jacob said. 

“If you have decided to cherish my gift forever, it means that we will be together, won’t we?”. 

“Yes, Jacob, we will be together forever and we’ll never ever be apart. We’re special and fate 

wanted us to meet. I’ll always be thankful for that” Cathy said. 

They held tight and kissed, sealing their destiny. 

Again, two hearts became one. 

Magically they stood up and started dancing to the rhythm of a music that only they can hear. 

Meanwhile, in their bedroom, Catherine and Vincent were doing exactly the same thing … 

This is the magic of Winterfest! 

 

Nelly 



 
Jacob – The child of two worlds 


